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July 12, 2018 
  
 
Mr. Gord Van Tighem, Chairman 
NWT Public Utilities Board 
203 - 62 Woodland Drive 
Box 4211 
Hay River NT X0E 1G1 
 
 
Dear Mr. Van Tighem, 
 
 
Re: Territory Wide Rate Stabilization Fund  
 

The Northwest Territories Power Corporation (“Corporation” or “NTPC”) is seeking 

guidance from the Public Utilities Board (“PUB” or “Board”) on the directions 

issued in PUB Decision 8-2018 regarding the Territory wide Rate Stabilization 

Fund (“The Fund”).  

 

During the 2016/19 General Rate Application (“GRA”) there were information 

requests on the mechanics of the fund. NTPC acknowledges that it contributed to 

some confusion with respect to the operation of the fund and the relationship to 

the diesel generation included in base energy rates by using the phrase “minimum 

generation” instead of “average generation” as discussed in paragraph 17 of PUB 

Decision 8-2018.  Paragraph 22 in Decision 8-2018 also provided the Board’s 

perspective on the original intent and treatment of diesel generation below the 1.2 

GWh minimum diesel generation included in rates prior to the 2016/19 GRA. 

NTPC had not understood the rules approved in Decision 1-2013 to operate in the 

manner described by the Board in Decision 8-2018.  

 

Prior to applying for rate riders to address balances in the stabilization fund, the 

Corporation is seeking guidance from the Board on which of two rider scenarios 

the Board would prefer NTPC to implement. 
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Background 

 

The Corporation uses a Territory Wide Rate Stabilization Fund (“the Fund”) to 

mitigate the adverse impact on rates of unanticipated changes in fuel prices and 

deviations in generation mixes.  

 

In Decision 12-94, the Board directed the Corporation to develop a proposal for a 

low water stabilization fund and file the proposal at the time of its next GRA.  

 

The Corporation complied with this directive in the 1995/98 Phase I GRA and 

applied to establish fuel and water stabilization funds. The Corporation and 

intervenors agreed to implement fuel and water stabilization funds as set out in 

the 1995/98 Phase I GRA negotiated settlement. As noted in the negotiated 

settlement, balances in the Snare/Yellowknife water stabilization fund were 

calculated with reference to long-term average water levels. This meant in 

practice that diesel generation saved as a result of higher than average water 

levels resulted in a credit to the fund, while additional diesel generation required in 

the event of lower than average water resulted in a charge to the fund.1  

 

The stabilization fund has been reviewed in each general rate application since 

the 1995/98 GRA. In PUB Decision 16-2010 the Board approved the 

establishment of a single Territory Wide Fuel and Water Stabilization Fund in 

accordance with the 2010 GNWT rate policy guidelines.  

 

In Decision 1-2013 the Board approved the following with respect to the operation 

of the fund related to the Snare Zone: 

 

For the Snare Zone, the fuel costs for diesel generation built into 

base rates will not be charged via the fund, but fuel costs for diesel 

generation which are greater or less than this level are charged or 

                                                 
1
 For example, the Snare water stabilization fund schedules included in Appendix 8 to the 2001/03 Phase I GRA showed 

both charges and credits to the water stabilization fund, depending on whether hydro generation was higher or lower than 

average. 
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credited to the fund. (emphasis added).2 

 

NTPC interpreted the Board’s language in Decision 1-2013 to be consistent with 

prior practice, whereby the fund would be credited when diesel generation is lower 

than the average built into rates, and charged when diesel generation is higher 

than the average built into rates. 

 

PUB Decision 8-2018 on the Corporation’s 2016/19 GRA and Review and 

Variance Application provided additional perspectives on the Board’s 

interpretation of the purpose of the Fund: 

 

 The Board noted its perspective that the original intent of the 1.2 GWh 

minimum diesel generation was that savings in the event actual diesel 

generation is below 1.2 GW.h would benefit NTPC’s shareholder. As noted 

in the excerpt from Decision 1-2013, the stabilization fund rules had 

previously contemplated that any variations from the diesel generation built 

into rates, whether higher or lower, would be charged or credited to the 

fund. Accordingly, any variation from the diesel generation included in 

rates, whether higher or lower, would flow to the fund, consistent with the 

manner by which such variations had been treated in the past. 

 

 The Board stated that it interprets the GNWT’s guideline to mean that the 

stabilization fund is to be charged for costs arising from low water 

conditions only (emphasis added).3 Based on the language in Decision 1-

2013, NTPC had previously understood that diesel generation higher or 

lower than the amount built into base rates would be charged or credited to 

the fund.  

 

Attachment 1 provides a more detailed history of the Fund with references to 

previous PUB decisions, GNWT Policy Guidelines and implications resulting from 

PUB Decision 8-2018. 

 

 

                                                 
2
 Page 94. Decision 1-2013. 

3
 Paragraph 21, page 8 of Decision 8-2018. 
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Figure 1 maps which customers receive the benefits of diesel generation savings 

arising from higher than average water or pay the costs of additional diesel 

generation due to lower than average water under two possible interpretations of 

the Board’s intent: 

 

 Under the “low water only” scenario based on NTPC’s interpretation of the 

rules as described by the Board in Decision 8-2018; and 

 

 under the “all water variations” scenario consistent with the Corporation’s 

understanding of the rules approved in Decision 1-2013  

 

Figure 1: Comparison of Stabilization Fund Treatment 
 of Snare Diesel Generation Savings 

 

“Low water only” (Board Decision 8-2018) 
 

  Where Costs or Savings Flow 
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“All water variations” (Board Decision 1-2013) 

 

  Where Costs or Savings Flow 
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Figure 1 shows that under the “low water only” scenario, customers in the Taltson 

and Thermal zones would only ever pay costs associated with higher Snare diesel 

generation requirements, they can never benefit from lower Snare diesel 

generation requirements. By contrast, customers in all three zones could benefit 

from diesel generation savings under the “all water variations” scenario. 

 

Illustrative Rate Rider Calculations 

 

The following scenarios are provided to assist the Board in examining the 

differences in riders that would be calculated using the ‘low water only’ scenario 

and the ‘all water variations’ scenario.  

 

Both scenarios use the same assumptions with respect to actual diesel generation 

and fuel prices:  

 

 2 GWh of diesel generation in the Snare zone 

 Diesel fuel price increases 10% from the 2018-19 PUB approved price. 

 Two year duration 

 

Table 1 shows the additions and credits to the fund using the fuel prices and 

diesel generation assumptions and the PUB approved 2018-19 GRA generation 

amounts.  

 

Table 2 shows how the collection and refund riders would be calculated for the 

‘low water only’ and ‘all water variations’ scenarios assuming the balance was 

collected over a 12 month period.  
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Table 1 

Additions and Credits to the Stabilization Fund 

  

 

 

Table 2 

Illustrative Refund / Collection Riders 

 

 

 

Under the “low water only” scenario, customers in the Snare zone would receive a 

refund rider credit (reflecting lower actual diesel generation than the amount 

included in base rates) and would pay a territory-wide rider to collect differences 

Year 1 Year 2 Totals

Snare Zone Diesel Generation Variance

A Actual Snare Diesel Generation (kWh) 2,000,000 2,000,000

B Snare Diesel Generation included in base rates (kWh) 5,000,000 5,000,000

C Diesel Generation variance (kWh) (C=A-B) (3,000,000) (3,000,000)

D GRA Approved Plant Efficiency $3.75 $3.75

E GRA Approved Fuel Price ($/L) $0.70 $0.70

F Charge/(Credit) to Fund (F=C/DxE) ($560,000) ($560,000) ($1,120,000)

Territory-Wide Diesel Price Variance

G Territory-wide Diesel Generation (kWh) 64,000,000 64,000,000

H Average Aprpoved GRA Plant Efficiency (kWh/litre) 3.62 3.62

I Fuel Required at GRA approved efficiencies (litres) 17,679,558 17,679,558

J Average GRA approved fuel price $1.07 $1.07

K Actual average fuel price $1.18 $1.18

L Fuel Expense Variance (L=K-J) $0.11 $0.11

M Charge/(Credit to Fund) (M=L x I) $1,891,713 $1,891,713 $3,783,425

A Snare Zone Diesel Generation Variances ($1,120,000)

B Territory-Wide Diesel Price Variance $3,783,425

C Snare Zone Sales (kWh) 176,333,000

D Territory-wide sales (exluding NUL-NWT) (kWh) 272,600,000

Riders: Low water only scenario 

E Snare zone diesel generation rider  (A/C) (cents/kWh) (0.64)

F Territory-wide Diesel Price Variance Rider (B/D) 1.39

G Snare zone Combined Effective Rider (E+F) 0.75

H Taltson zone rider (B/D) (cents/kWh) 1.39

I Thermal zonerider (B/D) (cents/kWh) 1.39

Riders: all water variations scenario 

J Snare zone rider (A+B)/D (cents/kWh) 0.98

K Taltson  zone rider (A+B)/D (cents/kWh) 0.98

L Thermal zone rider (A+B)/D (cents/kWh) 0.98
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between actual and GRA-approved fuel prices. Customers in the Taltson and 

Thermal zone would pay only the rider to collect differences between actual and 

GRA-approved fuel prices.  

 

In the “all water variations” scenario, the savings from the lower actual diesel 

generation on the Snare system are available to all customers to offset the higher 

actual diesel prices. Under this scenario, only a single rider would be in place. 

 
Clarification is Required  

 

Although paragraph 18 of Decision 8-2018 states the R&V application could have 

been avoided if NTPC provided better clarity on the diesel generation threshold 

limit, it appears to NTPC that the clarity sought in the R&V application as to the 

mechanics of the Fund is still required.  PUB Decision 8-2018 changes the Fund 

mechanics from the previous PUB Decision 1-2013 and the GNWT guidelines for 

one single territorial fund.  In addition, the decision introduced a new aspect of a 

shareholder benefit that was not discussed in the 2016/19 GRA proceeding or in 

any previous GRA proceeding.  

 

Threshold Level 

 

In Decision 16-2010 the PUB approved a threshold trigger point for the Fund at 

$2.5 million. The Corporation is proposing this threshold increase to $4 million.  

 

Since 2010 production fuel costs have increased and the threshold should 

increase by the same rate to reduce the frequency of collection riders. The 

Corporation purchases approximately 20 million liters of production fuel a year. At 

an average cost of 1.07 $/L a small price increase of 5% results in approximately 

$1 million in higher fuel costs. At the current $2.5 million threshold a small 

increase in fuel prices significantly increases the probability of a collection rider or 

a constant collection rider could be expected. It is commonly understood by 

regulators and utilities that riders reduce customer acceptance and 

understandability of rates.  
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Summary 

 

The Corporation is respectfully requesting clarification as to which of the 

stabilization fund rider scenarios the PUB intends for the Corporation to 

implement.  

 

In the event it is of assistance to the Board, the Corporation would support 

requesting clarification from the GNWT on whether guideline 7 was intended to 

apply only to variations due to “low water” scenarios or for any variations from the 

level of generation included in rates.  

 

Finally, the Corporation notes that it is not in any way seeking to review or change 

approvals made by the Board with respect to the diesel generation included in 

base rates, GRA fuel prices, GRA fuel efficiencies or other inputs to the 

calculation of balances in the fund. The Corporation is only seeking clarification of 

the Board’s intent on how riders should be calculated to discharge balances in the 

stabilization fund.  

 

The Corporation appreciates the Board’s attention to this matter. Please contact 

me at (867) 874-5200 if you have any questions. 

 
Respectfully,  
 
 
 
 

Cory Strang, CFA 
Manager, Budgeting and Regulatory Affairs 
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Attachment 1 

 

Background – Territory Wide Rate Stabilization Fund 
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PUB Decision 1-97 for the 1995/98 Phase I GRA 

 

In Decision 1-97 the Board approved the establishment of water and fuel 

stabilization funds as detailed in the negotiated settlement agreement.4 The 

operation of the funds was set out as follows: 

 

Rate Stabilization Funds 

 

The Corporation and Intervenors agreed that a Water Stabilization Fund and a 

Fuel Stabilization Fund should be approved for the Snare Yellowknife Zone and 

the Taltson Zone. It was agreed that separate Water and Fuel Stabilization Funds 

should be established in recognition that from year to year there may not 

necessarily be any direct relationship between fluctuations in water levels and 

variance in fuel expense. The parties recognize that the establishment of separate 

Funds means that a positive balance in one Fund will not be available to offset a 

negative balance in the other Fund. 

 

It was also agreed that a single Fuel Stabilization Fund would be established for 

all diesel communities regardless of the number or configuration of rate zones 

ultimately established in respect of the diesel communities in recognition that a 

larger pool encompassing all diesel communities would have greater capacity to 

"dampen" the rate impact of fuel expense variance and provide customers with 

greater rate stability. The Corporation also requests that the Board establish the 

Fuel Stabilization Fund described below for the Corporation's customers in the 

Norman Wells Zone. 

 

The Corporation and Intervenors agreed that the Funds would be operated as 

follows: 

 

a) No "trigger amount," as applied for in the GRA, would be established in 

respect of any of the Funds. 

b) A $0.005 rider, as applied for in the GRA, would not be established to build 

up the Funds. 

                                                 
4
 Page 28, Decision 1-97. 
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c) The balance within each Fund would attract an "imputed" return to the 

customer when the Fund is in a positive position and an "imputed" cost to 

the customer when the Fund is in a negative position equal to the prime 

rate in effect at the Corporation's bank at each month end, less 50 basis 

points, applied to the month end balance in the Funds. 

d) No amount in any Fund would be reflected in the Corporation's rate base or 

capital structure. 

e) The Water Stabilization Funds would be designed as follows: 

i. The Water Stabilization Fund for the Snare Yellowknife Zone would 

be targeted to have a "0" balance based on long term average 

water. The Corporation and Intervenors have agreed, for the 

purposes of this settlement agreement, to use 177 GWh as the long-

term average generation for the Snare system, taking the Snare 

Cascades project into account. The calculation of the amount placed 

into or taken out of the Snare Yellowknife Water Stabilization Fund 

is illustrated in Appendix "B". 

ii.  A Fund range of plus or minus $3 million would be established for 

the Snare Yellowknife Zone. A Fund of $0 would be established for 

the Taltson Zone. 

iii. An "automatic" rider would come into effect, subject only to Board 

approval of the calculation of the amount of the rider, when the 

amount in the Fund exceeds the Fund range sufficiently such that 

the Corporation determines that it is prudent to implement a rider. 

iv. The "automatic" rider would be calculated with a target of placing the 

Fund at the top or bottom of the Fund range, as appropriate, over 

the period of time that the rider is in effect. 

f) The Fuel Stabilization Funds would be designed as follows: 

i. A Fuel Stabilization Fund would be in place for the diesel 

communities if, and only if, a single Fund is established for all of the 

diesel communities. If the Board determines that it is inappropriate 

to have a single Fuel Stabilization Fund for all of the diesel 

communities, the Corporation and Intervenors agreed that fuel 

adjustment clauses would be established for each diesel zone. 

ii. The amount placed into or taken out of each Fuel Stabilization Fund 

would be determined based upon a calculation of actual generation 

divided by the most recent Board approved plant efficiency for the 
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communities covered by each Fund. The calculation of this amount 

is illustrated in Appendix "C". 

iii. Each Fuel Stabilization Fund would be targeted to have a "0" 

balance. 

iv. The Fund ranges would be $1 million for the Snare Yellowknife 

Zone, $2 million for the diesel communities, $0 for the Taltson Zone 

and $100,000 for the Norman Wells Zone. 

v. An "automatic rider" would come into effect in the same manner as 

described for the Water Stabilization Funds, above, except that the 

automatic rider for the Fuel Stabilization Funds would adjust the 

balance in the Funds to "0" rather than to the top or bottom of the 

Fund range. 

g) The Corporation and Intervenors agreed that it would not be necessary to 

track the contributions of specific contributors to the Fund. 

 

PUB Decision 1-2002 for the 2001/03 GRA 

 

In the 2001/03 GRA, the Corporation proposed a change to the mechanics of the 

Snare-Yellowknife water stabilization fund, noting the following: 

 

NTPC proposes that the Snare Yellowknife Water Stabilization Fund be operated 

as follows. Actual hydro generation will be compared to the 177 GWh annual 

average generation for the Snare Yellowknife Hydro System. Under the present 

operating rules for the Water Stabilization Fund, any month where hydro 

generation is less than the long-term average results in a debit from the fund for 

the equivalent cost of diesel generation required to address this hydro generation 

underperformance. Conversely, in any month where hydro generation is greater 

than the long-term average, the fund is credited for the equivalent cost of diesel 

generation saved as a result of hydro over-performance. 

 

With the possibility of reduced loads on Snare Yellowknife system, the current 

operating rules can result in the fund being debited for diesel generation expenses 

which never occur (i.e. in a month where hydro under-performs the long-term 

average, but the system load is low enough that diesel generation is not required 

to make up the entire difference). The proposed change is to set a monthly 

maximum debit on the fund equal to the actual amount of diesel generation 
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required (as measured in kWh) in that month (shown at lines 6 and 7 of sample 

Table A8.4.1 in Appendix 8). This change protects Customers against 

unnecessary charges to the Fund.5 

 

In Decision 1-2002 the Board approved the continuation of the stabilization funds 

including the changes made to the funds.6 

 

PUB Decision 17-2007 for the 2006/08 GRA 

 

In the 2006/08 Phase I GRA the amount of diesel generation included in base 

rates was reviewed. NTPC’s application included an allowance for diesel 

generation in the Snare zone, however the Corporation noted the following: 

 

The final revenue requirement also has been adjusted to offset 

the fuel expense that is forecast for the Snare/Yellowknife and 

Taltson systems. Despite the fact that both of these systems are 

expected to have surplus hydro generation at long-term average 

water levels, some diesel fuel will need to be used for 

maintenance, outages and peaking requirements. However, the 

fuel expense amounts will flow to the hydro-stabilization fund 

accounts for those systems and this credit is shown in Table 3.4. 

 

The effect of this approach was that base rates did not include any allowance for 

diesel generation in the Snare/Yellowknife zone and all actual diesel generation 

was charged to the stabilization fund.7 

 

The Board reviewed the appropriate treatment of diesel generation in base rates 

and the stabilization fund. In Decision 17-2007 the Board approved the Snare 

water stabilization fund as originally filed. The Corporation's response in its 

November 27, 2007 compliance filing is reproduced below:.  

 

Directive 8: the board approves the Snare water stabilization 

                                                 
5
 Page 8-5 of the 2001/03 Phase I General Rate Application. 

6
 Page 24. Decision 1-2002. 

7
 Page 3-13. NTPC 2006/08 Phase I General Rate Application. 
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fund as originally filed. NTPC is directed to zero out any diesel 
fuel costs related to the Snare system from revenue requirement 
in its second refiling.  
 

The Corporation has returned the diesel generation requirements for 
the Snare Yellowknife system to 2.109 GW.h in 2006/07 and 1.379 
GW.h in 2007/08 (refer to Schedule A.1) and zeroed out diesel fuel 
costs related to the Snare system (refer to line 13 of Schedule 3.1). 
 

 

2010 GNWT Policy Guidelines and Rate Rebalancing Application 

 

By letter dated July 9 2010 the GNWT issued Rate Policy Guidelines to the PUB 

and section six (6) of the Guidelines stated: 

 

(6) The Board should consider establishing territorial fuel and low 

water riders on per utility basis, in accordance with the following: 

a. The Base Fuel Price shall be the levels approved in each 

utilty’s most recent GRA as of the implementation of this 

policy, and shall not vary unless otherwise directed by 

the GNWT. The calculation and application of the Base 

Fuel Price in the next GRA is an issue for further 

discussion.  

 

By letter dated July 26,2010 the PUB accepted the guidelines as a directive from 

the Executive Council and initiated a hearing and directed NTPC to file an 

application with the PUB. In the letter Guideline 6 read: 

 

NTPC is to propose a threshold for activation of the new territorial fuel and 
water rider. NTPC is also to use the new threshold, the base fuel prices 
and updated fuel forecasts for the next year to assess whether or not the 
territorial fuel and water rider will need to be active as of the 
implementation date of the new rates. If yes, at what level (cents/kwh). 

 

In PUB Decision 16-2010 the Board made recommendations to the Minster 

around the Guidelines and recommended Guideline 6 be changed to read: 

 

The Board should consider establishing Northwest Territories wide fuel 
and low water riders on a per utility or combined utility basis as 
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dictated by the applicable rate making principles. The Base Fuel Prices 
shall be the levels approved in each utility's most recent GRA as of the 
implementation of this policy. This condition may be set-aside if 
necessary should an agreement be reached between the utilities 
regarding the implementation of a single territory-wide fuel and water 
fund that would cover both NTPC and NUL. 

 

 

Decision 16-2010 also approved a new trigger point for the consolidated rate 

stabilization fund at $2.5 million  

 

By letter dated February 10, 2011 the GNWT issued revised Electricity Rate 

Policy Guidelines and the guideline around the Fund was changed to read: 

 

7) The Board should consider establishing territorial fuel and low water 

riders on a per utility basis 

 

By letter dated February 16, 2011 NTPC applied to finalize the interim rates 

approved in Decision 17-2010 and the PUB approved the interim rates as final in 

PUB Decision 5-2011. In the February 16, 2011 letter the Corporation stated: 

 

On February 14, 2011 the Board circulated a copy of the GNWT’s 
Revised Electricity Rate Policy Guidelines. These revised guidelines 
impact the outstanding directives issued by the Board to the 
Corporation in Decision 16-2010. Subject to the Board accepting the 
Revised Electricity Rate Policy Guidelines, the Northwest Territories 
Power Corporation (“NTPC” or “the Corporation”) hereby files an 
application to finalize the rates approved effective December 1, 2010 
on an interim basis in Decision 17-2010. 

 

PUB Decision 1-2013 for the 2012/14 GRA  

 

In the 2012/14 GRA, the mechanics of the Fund were reviewed. The PUB noted 

the following in Decision 1-2013:   

 

NTPC also confirmed that the fund, as it applies to the Snare Zone, 
would operate to capture any variances in diesel costs relative to the 
GRA forecast and the operation of the fund is not intended to capture 
any efficiencies in terms of the optimization of water and diesel 
resources:  
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”What I'm wondering is, is there an incentive for the Corporation to 
optimize dispatch so that there is an optimum use of water and diesel 
resources?  
 
A. Well, there's absolutely an incentive for the Corporation to optimize 

the dispatch and to keep the diesels off. It's one of the driving 
factors in all of the considerations that go into the decisions that are 
made on the dispatch of this system. The Corporation has spent 
considerable effort and time and money to make sure that the 
hydro system can supply as much as possible beyond the next 
load. That's just a given.  
 

The question about the incentives built into the fund was an item of 
considerable debate in the last GRA and a number of re-filings. And 
at the end of the day what seemed like a possible theory of saying: 
We'll include this type of fuel and not that type of fuel was -- ended 
up being more complicated in trying to apply than the advantages it 
might have brought.  
 
And at the end of the day it was decided that the fund would operate 
to catch any variances in diesel rather than having to try to say: That 
kilowatt hour was due to peaking or that one was due to exercising or 
this extra bit of water I just used only arose because I peaked with 
my earlier kilowatt hour of diesel and I didn't use the water back then 
and so now it arose now and it saved me some diesel and do I get 
credit for that offsetting water, and all sorts of complexities that you 
start to get into when you try to label particular bits of generation.” 
[T320, P320, L16 – P321, L23]  

 

In view of NTPC’s proposal that the fund, as applicable to the Snare Zone, 
would capture all diesel cost variances, the Board considers the reference 
to the long- term average water forecast of 220 GWh per year, made by 
NTPC in its description of the fund operation, is redundant. Accordingly, 
the Board approves a revised wording for operation of the fund, as 
applicable to the Snare Zone, as follows:  
 

For the Snare Zone, the fuel costs for diesel generation built into base 
rates will not be charged via the fund, but fuel costs for diesel generation 
which are greater or less than this level are charged or credited to the fund 
(emphasis added)

8
. 

 

                                                 
8
 Page 94. Decision 1-2013 




